New policy redefines cyber-crimes

By Adam Jarman

Cyber-villains beware. Cal Poly has introduced new policy aimed at clearly defining the appropriate use of the campus' technological resources.

Known as the "Institutional Policy on Responsible Use of Information Technology Resources," this new set of rules defines the "single-broad-policy" the university has needed, said Jerry Hanley, vice president and chief information officer.

He said it incorporates Cal Poly-specific rules with laws and California State University system-wide policy about using campus computing equipment and services.

Jerry Shaffer, chair of the Acceptable Use Policy Committee, said the new policy addresses issues such as harassment, discrimination, harassment through e-mail and the security and integrity of campus networks as well as procedures that have been subject to complaints.

Although it is technically an "interim" policy, Daniel Howard-Greene, executive assistant to the president, said it is fully enforced and has President Warren Baken's approval and backing.

"It has the status of an official policy of the University," Howard-Greene said.

Shaffer said the intent of it being interim is to allow for more consultation, but have it in place at the beginning of fall quarter. The policy was formally approved by the chancellor Aug. 18.

"The policy is recognition that there are areas that needed to be addressed," Greene said.

These policies hold for anyone using Cal Poly resources, on or off campus, Hanley said. This includes the campus-owned equipment as well as Internet service provider.

The Acceptable Use Policy Committee met in September 1998 and presented the first draft of the policy in October 1999, said Shaffer, who also works in program and planning assurance for Information Technology Services. She said the committee redrafted all other information technology policies can be read online at www.calpolys.edu/computing/policy.html.

Hanley said the committee has also studied similar policy from other universities and attended workshops at Cornell University in New York on "cyber-policy." 

see POLICY, page 2

Shakespeare press reopens

By Megan Sohn

"To work or not to work." That was the question for art senior Megan Sohn's senior project.

For one year Sohn has been working on her senior project -- piecing back together The Shakespeare Press Museum. The museum is a collection of printing presses and memorabilia dating back to the 1800s. The graphic communications department is in charge of the museum, but art and design students have been helping out getting the museum back on its feet.

For three years nothing has been happening with the museum, Sohn said. This Wednesday, the museum will reopen to the public.

Sohn got the idea to put the museum back together when she was taking CRC 322, advanced typography, last year. The class allows graphic art students to use the presses and tools to get an idea of what it was like to work with a printing press during Gutenberg's time. But Sohn found problems with the disorganized workspace.

"I spent more time organizing everything instead of working on my projects," she said.

At the time, students didn't have a workspace. Fonts, rollers, ink and papers were missing or laying around. The museum was in shambles. The club, Friends of Shakespeare, had become dormant and neglected the museum.

"There was neglect, disinterest and people not taking time to do it," Sohn said. "I said, 'This place needs some loving.'"

The presses were donated to Cal Poly from the California Newspaper Association. The association received the presses from Charles Palmer, an avid collector of printing presses. His nickname was Shakespeare because he wrote poems and then printed them on the presses. One press used to print the San Francisco Daily and survived the big earthquake in 1906.

"There were boxes of donated items that hadn't even been open," Sohn said.

Sohn got down to work immediately. One to two days a week she would spend time organizing the room. She went through the thousands of Shakespeare poems and books that had been donated.

"It has not yet been determined how the expenditure of these funds will be handled or who will handle them, but it is being discussed," Ikeda said. "Examples of faculty professional development include attendance at professional conferences and seminars, and examples of technology could include workshops, lab equipment and data video projects."
PRESS
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sends of fonts and separated each lit­
tle tiny metal or wooden block by size
and font.
"I've done the organizing and
cleaning, now I have to work on the
"She said.
Sohn wants to paint the interior,
replace lighting and have a place for
backpacks for students who are visit­
ing the room and display. She is look­
ing for a Web site designer and help
from other students who need to do a
senior project.
GRC 322, advanced typography, is
just as interesting as the Shakespeare
Museum. All the presses are in work­
ing condition for the students to use.
"It's a unique facility," Sohn said.
"It's the largest working museum west
of the Mississippi. Most students only
get to watch others demonstrate how
to use the presses."

The computer is non-existent in
this class.
"Having the physical idea of how
graphics work helps you be better
able to project to the computer expe­
rience," said professor Robert
Densham.
Densham teaches the typography
class and believes in the old process
almost more than the new.
Each student practices using the
old method of graphic design. Densham
makes sure the students get
the full Gutenberg experience.
"The experience of actually hold­
ing the letter to feel its width and size
gives the student a better feeling of
what the fonts is," Densham said.
Sohn agrees. Until she took the
class, graphic terms like pica or font
names were just words. She never
knew the actual definition or origin
of the terms.
"I didn't get what leading, pica and
14 point really meant," she said. "It
was so much better at typography
after this class. There were estab­
lished rules, but I got the freedom to
play."

For Jaime Emery, an art and design
senior, the class has made her appre­
ciate modern technology.
"It's very time consuming and frus­
trating," Emery said. "It makes me
appreciate the computer a lot more."
Brian McClynn, an art and design
senior, used letters from song lyrics to
make a design as part of the class
assignment.
"I really appreciate how the old
typesetters used to work," he said. "It
takes a lot of patience."

The museum is open to the public
Wednesdays from noon to 2 p.m. and
Thursdays from 6 to 8 p.m. Call 756­
1105 for information.
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Commercial Internet service
provider policies tend to be more
cumbersome and concerned about
content because of the academic
nature of intellectual property.
"The policy reflects the worst
and most effective use of information
technology resources for learning,
teaching and administration," he said.
Hanley said that within the pttlicy
and guidelines re­jardin)» the commer­
cial use of campus resources, the next
area to be looked at by the
Acceptable Use Policy Committee.
"Every university in the United
States needs a policy to be sure every­
one knows the policy and guidelines," Hanley said.
Although most universities have
similar policies, he said, "We tend to
be looked at as more skilled than the
other campuses on working policy
issues.

Correction
Mustang Daily regretfully
misspelled the last name of Pablo Pastor in Monday's issue.

Mustang Daily aims for
accuracy and apologizes for
any inaccuracies. Please
address all editorial concerns
to editor@mustangdaily.
calpoly.edu.
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'Geek chic' has whole new look

By Christine Powell
MISSOURI DAILY STAFF WRITER

The success of this material has led to a growing focus on how bits meet atoms how electronic information overlaps with the everyday physical world.

Not that so many technological advancements have been made, techno-gods are getting creative by incorporating fashion.

Charmed Technology is not the only company that is dedicated to bringing the latest to consumers. Scientists at IBM's Desagulh, located in San Jose, along with a jeweler designer, are betting that in five to 10 years, the general public will be able to wear sterling silver rings, take calls on fashionable earrings, and view stock prices through their sunglasses and play calls through the clips.

If people want to be除了 all the time, as the thinking goes, companies like IBM and Charmed Technology will help them stay that way, offering hardware, software and Internet access.

"Wireless fashion wonders may be useful to some, but they aren't for everyone. Some are opposed because they have no need for the gadgets; others see a moral dilemma.

"Even if the products were affordable, I wouldn't use them," said Andrew Silver, political science

"They replace personal contact. It's a shortcut and human interaction is taken away. A lot of people in business situations still look for that. So much is eliminated, like the little bit of your friend added when human conversation or eye contact takes place.

"Most of the wearable fashion is not yet workable, but the tech world is looking ahead to the near future when the average consumer will be able to afford it. For example, the Smart Badge, worn this year at the Democratic National Convention, may cost as little as $10.

"The Smart Badge was created by Charmed Technologies and is basically a name badge-like device that tracks information from other badge wearers.

"Think of it as a business card that communicates and stores information. While not as social as trading business cards, the badges do exchange the useful information necessary.

"The badge works by beaming infrared light onto other badges. When the badge is plugged into a centralized contact point at the end of the day, all the contact information about everyone your badge "spoke to" will be printed out on a list or downloaded to some other digital device for display. Wear it to a conference or trade show, and you never need to collect or give out information.

"The badge is only one of two new advances that will possibly be bought out on the market within the next year.

"Another is the Charn Communicator. It is modeled along the lines of a multipurpose personal day organizer. This device starts out as a portable Internet radio or digital music player, but it can be fitted with plug-in "charms" modules for a variety of applications from Web-browsing to cell phone communications to video game playing to being a fully functional desktop computer replacement, all while remaining wearable.

"It all depends on what you do," said Ali Chavez, English sense. "I wouldn't use a computer screen in my sunglasses. Some products are too difficult to use in daily life, and they're not realistic. But the business card sounds like something more realistic, something that we can benefit from by making life easier."

The Charmed Technology company offers visual displays for many of their upcoming "wearable technology" products. Web site visitors can see individual pictures of fashion shows in various cities.

Digitals

(by Faz Khan)

"Flying footballs and floundering fadeballs! You're lost in the slam of Los Angeles with darkness rapidly approaching! You've spent so much money for a would-be sales rep who quickly busts out her cell phone.

"'C'mon, you going to call AAA?'

'No, silly. A SoHo millennial. I'm going to use the Internet to get us directions,' she replies. 'But we have no laptop to look up to cell specialty phone?'

"That's the key word there! It's exasperating.

"I know, silly. We don't need a laptop. My phone will let me browse the Web,' she smiles. Women — what would we ever do without them?

"So, uh ... you got the directions yet?' you ask. She has been on there for quite a while now. 'I think it's a very exciting time in the field,' she says, putting on a pair of glasses. 'Every time I thought they're not realistic. But the busi-ness card sounds like something more realistic, something that we can benefit from by making life easier.'

The Siebert Lecture series was established by the School of Journalism in 1968 in honor of Frederick S. Siebert, director of the school from 1957-60 and dean of the College of Communication Arts and Sciences from 1960-67.

"Since the time of the American Revolution, the American press has been a story of evolution," Harris said at the beginning of his speech.

"Although the Internet as an emerging news trend still will play a role in the field's evolution, it's evolution won't diminish the effect of print journalism.

"It's a very exciting time in journalism," Harris said. "I think that the traditional media are still very vital and will be for years to come as the leading publishers.*

"The Siebert Lecture series was established by the School of Journalism in 1968 in honor of Frederick S. Siebert, director of the school from 1957-60 and dean of the College of Communication Arts and Sciences. We try to select people who've had distinguished careers in journalism and Jay Harris is one of the leading publishers.*
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Two nations divided by the same language

On the night of myarrival in England, a housemate said that America and England are two nations divided by a common language. I thought it was a nice statement to start the day, but as the day progressed, I came to realize the statement is true.

As much as I have to ask a Brit to repeat something, they have to ask me to repeat something. Unfortunately they have a bit of an edge on us with the large volume of American slang that somehow has pervaded British English. While I’ve had a few of them speak “American” to me occasionally, thinking I wouldn’t understand them. I’ve been more or less familiar with the following British words: lift (elevator),erry (truck), solicitor (lawyer), to let (to rent) and Hole (goal). There are loads of others: bush-shipping, pulsating and sweaters are jumpers. Some phrases one should avoid saying: “Where’s the bathroom?” It’s one thing to say it at home, but not in public; they take it quite literally to mean a room where you take a bath or wash up. Instead ask where the toilet or the loo is.

And don’t say pants because they’ll think you’re talking about underwear. Say trousers. If your name is Randy you might want to go by your middle name because many mean horny. But don’t worry—the laughs go both ways.

You wouldn’t believe some of the names you can get away with here. Paris calls Whidbey and Klickitat, roads called Whidbey and Black Fox Hill, and clothing stores named Kooki. If you thought being called a freshman or a ’60s kid was bad, try flash. Go to the Freshman’s Fair or the Freshman’s Ball. The Cocktail Society is called the CockSox. I’ve enriched my vocabulary quite a bit since arriving. Some of their words are quite fun. The following are my three favorites.

When you come home from a long day you say, “I’m knackered!” Instead of saying that something is garbage you can say it’s “dodgy.” A good multi-use word is “cheers.” You can use it this way: “cheers” by saying “cheers” to someone you have just met. They take it quite literally to mean a room where you take a bath or wash up. Instead ask where the toilet or the loo is.

Don’t say pants because they’ll think you’re talking about underwear. Say trousers. If your name is Randy you might want to go by your middle name because many mean horny. But don’t worry—the laughs go both ways.

Barnaby Hughes

Leaving prayer decision to school

“Doesn’t it sometimes seem like the Bill of Rights and various articles and amendments of the Constitution have become the Bible, Torah and Koran of modern American society?”

Religion and government: two entities that have battled through history with each other and with the people they represent. The latest match is being held in the football arena. The Supreme Court says student-led prayer before football games should be banned.

Those students who have grown up with the tradition of praying before or after a game say...”that sucks dude!” (just kidding). They probably say something like what Brian Cornell, captain of his high school’s football team, told The Baltimore Sun: “It’s my constitutional right,” he said. “It’s nothing forced on us by the coach, and it’s nothing against anyone else. At the time, it’s just something the players decide to do.”

Commentary

But constitutional rights are so obscure and blurry. Everything is protected or banned by the constitution, and I mean EVERYTHING.

Yet, in almost every case there seems to be a contradiction within the Supreme Court decision created to explain the amendments on the articles of the Constitution. Doesn’t it sometimes seem like the Bill of Rights and various articles and amendments of the Constitution have become the Bible, Torah and Koran of modern American society?

Just think about it. It’s just hundreds of years old, and a group of old men, supposedly the wisest in the land, spend their days and nights trying to decipher its scriptures. Everything, including whether a kid can pray before a football game, has to be decided by those nine men and women. This is just the latest battle being fought to add yet another brick to the wall that separates government and religion.

Some Supreme Court justices have, over the years, said that the Constitution forbids government from “imposing any pressure on persons to participate in religious activities.”

Other court-endorsed prayer in public school coerces students into participating in religious ceremonies, (note that these are not my words but those of my old government book).

Others have said the Constitution “does not prohibit governmental accommodation of religious activities or even some non-preferential support for religious organizations, so long as individuals are not legally coerced into participating in religious activities, and religious activities are not singled out for favorable treatment.” I’m not sure what that means, but I thought it would be useful to throw it out there.

I, unlike Supreme Court justices, say they should be spending their expensive time on more relevant issues. Such decisions as school prayer before a football game, should be left to school administrations since they would probably know how to accommodate their students best.

Sonia Sutzki is a journalism senior and Mustang Daily staff writer.

Letter policy

Columns, cartoons and letters reflect the views of their authors and do not necessarily reflect those of Mustang Daily.

Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit letters for grammar, profanity and length. Please limit length to 350 words.

Mustang Daily encourages comments on editorial policy and university affairs. Letters should be typewritten and signed with major and class standing. Preference is given to e-mailed letters. They can be mailed, faxed, delivered or e-mailed to "Daily@calpoly.edu.

"Only Communists use Write-Out."
Stop the fighting

Within the hearts of the Israeli people lies a hate so deeply rooted, one almost forgets where it began. Are we fighting over religion? Land? Or, is it purely for power? Somewhere along the lines of this fight, the incentive appears to have been lost in an endless knot of hatred. It has simply become too complex for me to understand. But what is calculated to be in this fighting, this hate, is sadly still close at hand.

This past week in the Old City of Jerusalem, fighting has once again begun. Incited by Ariel Sharon, who, according to the Los Angeles Times, provoked Palestinians by entering what Jewish people call the Temple Mount—one of the thrilling sights for the Muslim people. I keep trying to rationalize why he did this. What was this going to do to help the Jewish community?

The answer is simple: nothing. Sharon simply entered the Mosque to show Israelis sovereign rights to areas that have been fighting and working for peace. This is all that is known. Sharon goes against peace efforts, and it is thought that Sharon has "exploited the most sensitive site in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict for political reasons." With this one move he has managed to bring out all of the hate and hatred that once again plagues the people of Israel. Do you think that he would have considered the Palestinians making an "appearance" at one of our holiest sites, like the Western Wall? Not! He would have been fighting a battle to stir up trouble among the people. He knew he would get this sort of response, a response filled with anger and animosity. Has he forgotten that there are Israelis and Arab alike, who have been fighting and working for peace, and that there are millions out there who have sat in traffic, trying to leave, only to be reminded of our high schools at lunchtime. Some of us have just heard friends and family speak about that. Whatever your experience may be, we have all heard something, and we all know that something should be done.

But what? Should a few of us take it upon ourselves to go out and slash a few thousand car's tires? Should we charge prospective students $10 a head to come tour through the university in order to raise some funds? Maybe we should have five star dining complex, the Lighthouse, charge $10 a meal instead of only $7. We could take out those comfortable couches in the University Union and replace them with foldable chairs. Or maybe we might be able to cut some costs by eliminating unneeded resources such as the Health Center or Career Services. (After all, how often do we really need a physical anyway? And we all know that Cal Poly graduates have available finding jobs.) Should we let professors go in order to have all classes the size of the get-together in the Arroyo Pacifica? The library could charge students $1 per visit. How about if once a week, a car is randomly selected from the parking lot and taken down to Los Angeles to be sold for parts? We don't know, maybe you guys have some ideas? Here's an idea: Push students away from using their cars by offering free rides. At least make the win convenient, 'OCT. 9), first without generating any bad publicity, but in this case they really have to go out and work to toward something positive and live with respect for each other. But it seems as if Sharon's action has stirred the delicate fibers between the Jewish and the Arab people.

People are dying, and all I can ask myself is, why? Why do we do that to each other? Instead of unleashing our hate in murder that only adds to the already existing problems! I can only hope that men like Sharon will not gain further power, so that we can restore the peace efforts and work towards a better California for all. After all, it is just one more step toward a dead end. Sept. 27.)

We don't know, maybe you guys have some ideas? Here's an idea: Push students away from using their cars by offering free rides. At least make the win convenient, 'OCT. 9), first without generating any bad publicity, but in this case they really have to go out and work to toward something positive and live with respect for each other. But it seems as if Sharon's action has stirred the delicate fibers between the Jewish and the Arab people.

People are dying, and all I can ask myself is, why? Why do we do that to each other? Instead of unleashing our hate in murder that only adds to the already existing problems! I can only hope that men like Sharon will not gain further power, so that we can restore the peace efforts and work towards a better California for all. After all, it is just one more step toward a dead end. Sept. 27.)

The residents of 161 Del Sur Way are Cal Poly students of various majors.

Stop SOAR from ruining the future Editor,

SOAR is another "I am here, now let's keep all others from coming here" assault on our local government with an attempt to introduce a law that will destroy the People's Government. "The people," of course, are a self-appointed group of "no-grouchers" who have been forgotten when they arrived in San Luis Obispo county, they caused growth. Who was there to keep them all out.

These misguided people use the red herring of "protecting family", to promote their real goal of stopping growth. Their goal is to pen up the future population growth into high density ghettos. They want to ignore the growth in the population and create an artificial housing shortage.

You people who are hooked into signing their petitions should be aware that the SOAR committee is using you to circumvent your elected representatives to promote their own agendas at the expense of property owners and taxpayers.

The county supervisors are elected to manage county growth plans and development projects. Now the SOAR people want you to circumvent your local officials and their decisions with the SOAR initiative because they do not like the supervisors they elect.

How many of you voters have the time and experience to determine who should be approved and which should not? Not many, we'd bet.

If you should be foolish enough to approve M-2000, you will all have to approve all projects in the county, not just those in your backyard. The country will have to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars on special elections or delay all projects until early elections. People in Pismo Beach will be voting in housing additions in Paso Robles, in driveways in Cambria, and vice-versa. Sound dumb? It is!

Will your children and grandchildren live in the future—in ghettos or in family housing like we all have today? Your kids are growth! Use land for them that is not useful for farming, and give them room to sprawl so they can live normal American lives.

Farmers should be allowed to farm their land or sell it as they wish. The county is using you to circumvent your local officials and their decisions with the SOAR initiative because they do not like the supervisors they elect.

Justin M. Ruhge is president of Concerned Taxpayers, Increase News Coverage.

Every woman should have choice Editor,

Obviously abortion is a very touchy topic for some to discuss. There are respectable ways to voice personal opinion.

Michael Deen wrote his article ("Abortion is a selfish act of convenience," OCT. 9), first with really thinking and second, and more specifically, without thinking about women who have had an abortion.

I found the article to be very inconsiderate and based purely on narrow-minded assumptions. For a topic that Deen is not " fond of discussing due to its seemingly endless trip through controversy," it seems that he has in fact done that (along with seeming like a complete narrow minded know-it-all). After reading his article several times, the same thought came to mind-ignorance is unfortunate.

I understand that abortion is taking away a life, but sometimes giving a life that is deemed to be horrible is not all that good either. Would you want to be raised by a drug or alcohol abuser and live with the complications that many of these drug babies deal with (i.e. behavioral problems, abuse, and neglect)? Perhaps not receiving any of your parent's love and attention deserves and needs to thrive appeals to you more.

According to Deen, if a woman is to have an abortion, it means every woman should have the right to choose. He also stated that adoption is an option for unwanted pregnancies, and I agree. Adoption is a worthwhile alternative, but really it shouldn't matter. Every woman should have the right to choose what she wants to do.

Being pro-choice is not saying abortion is a good birth control method and that we would choose which women have access to this option. It simply means every woman should have the right to choose. He also stated that adoption is an option for unwanted pregnancies, and I agree. Adoption is a worthwhile alternative, but really it shouldn't matter. Every woman should have the right to choose what she wants to do.

Being pro-choice is not saying abortion is a good birth control method and that we would choose which women have access to this option. It simply means every woman should have the right to choose. He also stated that adoption is an option for unwanted pregnancies, and I agree. Adoption is a worthwhile alternative, but really it shouldn't matter. Every woman should have the right to choose what she wants to do.

Accepting a "conscientious" or "religious" right to abortion does not mean every woman should have the right to choose. He also stated that adoption is an option for unwanted pregnancies, and I agree. Adoption is a worthwhile alternative, but really it shouldn't matter. Every woman should have the right to choose what she wants to do.

Accepting a "conscience" or "religious" right to abortion does not mean every woman should have the right to choose. He also stated that adoption is an option for unwanted pregnancies, and I agree. Adoption is a worthwhile alternative, but really it shouldn't matter. Every woman should have the right to choose what she wants to do.

Accepting a "conscience" or "religious" right to abortion does not mean every woman should have the right to choose. He also stated that adoption is an option for unwanted pregnancies, and I agree. Adoption is a worthwhile alternative, but really it shouldn't matter. Every woman should have the right to choose what she wants to do.

Accepting a "conscience" or "religious" right to abortion does not mean every woman should have the right to choose. He also stated that adoption is an option for unwanted pregnancies, and I agree. Adoption is a worthwhile alternative, but really it shouldn't matter. Every woman should have the right to choose what she wants to do.
Shepard's mom speaks out

By Andy Argyakis

Matt is no longer here because two men learned that it was OK to hate," said an emotional, yet still-lipped Judy Shepard, whose son Matthew was slain in one of America's most brutal hate crimes nearly two years ago. "They were given their example? Students need to get their brains they are free from hate crimes."

Shepard held on for five days after the attack, but the abuse gradually turned total. On day three, he spread is the college demographic, his brother Logan, started the Matthew Shepard Foundation to encourage acceptance and embracing of diversity. Shepard made it clear that the main audience to anti-hate awareness could be spread in the college demographic, particularly since that was Matthew's age when he died.

"I have one wish for college students and that is that they would stop saying boiling hot, because that is different than when they are," she said. "It starts with the faculty and administration on a campus making it clear that hate behavior will not be tolerated. If it doesn't start with them, then how will students learn from their example? Students need to get involved to, by joining support groups on campus and discussing this issue so that their schools can be free from hate crimes."

"One of the most important ways of reducing crime is trying to teach ethics and morality to our kids. That same principle needs to apply to the cyber world," he said. Vatis and other FBI agents attended a kick-off seminar, titled the National Conference on Cyber Ethical, last weekend at Marymount University in Arlington, Va.

Part of the challenge: Many teens still consider computer mischief harmless. A recent survey found that 48 percent of students in elementary and middle school don't even consider hacking illegal.

NEWS

FBI tries to prevent cyberspace vandalism

WASHINGTON (AP) — Thou shalt not steal Web sites. Thou shalt not shut down Web sites. Thou shalt not cover thy neighbor's MP3s.

FBI agents are spreading a new gospel to parents and teachers, hoping they'll better educate youths that vandalism in cyberspace can be economically costly and just as criminal as mailbox bashing and graffiti spraying.

The Justice Department and the Information Technology Association of America, a trade group, has launched the Cybersafety Partnership to encourage educators and parents to talk to children in ways that cut cybercrime with old-fashioned strengthening.

The nascent effort includes a series of seminars around the country for teachers, classroom materials and guides and a Web site to help parents talk to kids.

"In a democracy, in general, we can't have the police everywhere," said Michael Vatis, director of the FBI's National Infrastructure Protection Center, which guards against computer attacks by terrorists, foreign agent and teen hackers.
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October 13, 2000
11 AM—3 PM
Refreshments will be provided.

BARRA, Inc. 2100 Milvia Street Berkeley California 94704 Fax: 510.548.4374 E-mail: careers@barra.com www.barra.com
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Kile set for Mets in NLCS

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Unlike the division series, there's no mystery who's starting Game 1 of the NLCS for the St. Louis Cardinals.

Darryl Kile, a 20-game winner for the first time in his career, could start three in the best-of-seven series against the New York Mets. Kile was set to go on three days' rest if the division series went to a Game 5 and he could go on three days' rest in Games 4 and 5.

"The formula you use with (Bob) Gibson and a few other ones, it means it's possible he can pitch 4 and it's possible he can pitch 7," manager Tony La Russa said. "You want the option, and physically he's capable of it."

STADIUM
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was one of the founders of the San Luis Obispo Babe Ruth League in 1955. It was Janssen's wish that a foundation be established after his death, so that virtually all of his estate would be left to the community, said Lee Hollister, Robert H. Janssen Foundation board member.

"It's something that very few people ever do with their life's holdings," Hollister said.

"Bob was very fond of Cal Poly," said Lee Hollister, Robert H. Janssen Foundation board member. "It is one of the foundation's greatest accomplishments and we're very proud that it's there for the students and the community," Hollister said.

"I'm very grateful for what the Janssen Foundation has done for Cal Poly and the complex, said Lisa Buyer, Stingray's director of the Janssen Foundation.

"This is a tremendous step in the right direction for the softball program. We're very excited about the new field," she said.

Although the field is intended for the softball team's use, Cal Poly students and youth sports teams in the community will have access to the facility through intramural activities.

"It is one of the foundation's greatest accomplishments and we're very proud that it's there for the students and the community," Hollister said.

For now, that's what Barry Bonds will be to me. The best regular-season baseball player that I've ever seen play.

Matt Sterling, who would never take a called third strike, is Mustang Daily sports editor. Email him at msterling@calpoly.edu

INDUCTEES continued from page 8

the Navel Reserve for 40 years. I've done a lot of different jobs here at Cal Poly."

Sports are all an important part of Morris' life. Although now retired from the university and the Reserves, he works as a member of the Board of Directors of the California State Senior Olympics and the Cal Poly Alumni Association.

During the years that Morris worked at the university he's had the opportunity to meet and know some of the most famous people who were students and athletes, and are now members of Cal Poly's Hall of Fame. Men such as John Madden, retired coach for Super Bowl Champion Oakland Raiders and Mike Enlow, retired San Francisco Giants pitcher and current Giants announcer. At Cal Poly, being a student and an athlete is valuable training for life.

"If you're at Cal Poly, athletics are treated the same as normal students," Morris said. "Cal Poly wasn't a Division One team then but it's the same. Students are at Cal Poly to get an education." There are not a lot of those who want to assume the heavy weight of the student-athlete. They take their education and run with it."

Tom Galls was named most valuable player and was team captain during his football career from 1982 to 1986 at Cal Poly. He led the team in his senior year with 79 tackles and was instrumental in wins over Sacramento State and Portland State.

Cal Poly has been long known for its excellence in track and field. Sharon Hanson-Lowery was a winning member of the second-place NCAA Championship in 1987. She is a four-time NCAA All-American. She currently holds the Cal Poly women's heptathlon mark. In 1996 Hanson-Lowery competed in the International Olympic Trials.

Edward Labastida Ochoa will be coming to the ceremony from Los Mochis, Mexico. He came to Cal Poly in the 1950s and participated in boxing, wrestling and soccer. He won the NCAA National Championship title in 1957 at 125 pounds, a weight class above his Labastida Ochoa was also awarded the prestigious Van Horn Trophy as Cal Poly's Athlete of the Year. Using his agricultural engineering degree he successfully runs his large agricultural business in Los Mochos.

Al Marinai and Curtis Hill, deceased, are being honored with membership in the Hall of Fame because of their excellent talents and promise in football. A 1960 airplane crash cut short their future careers in football.

Al Marinai was one of the best offensive linemen in school history. He was a key member of the football squad that won five consecutive games in 1980.

Curtis Hill's family is coming to the induction ceremony to accept Hill's award and induction into the Hall of Fame. The induction ceremony will be held on Nov. 3.

The Bark
does need to remember that Frazier is money in the bank and will get the border-line strike call. It's not easy to understand why Bonds, Mr. April-September, can't be stopped.

"It is something that very few people ever do with their life's holdings," Hollister said. "Bob was very fond of Cal Poly," said Lee Hollister, Robert H. Janssen Foundation board member. "It is one of the foundation's greatest accomplishments and we're very proud that it's there for the students and the community," Hollister said.

For now, that's what Barry Bonds will be to me. The best regular-season baseball player that I've ever seen play.

Matt Sterling, who would never take a called third strike, is Mustang Daily sports editor. Email him at msterling@calpoly.edu

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Softball stadium named for Janssen

By Jolte Walz
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

The women's softball team will soon have a new home. The softball facility at the Cal Poly Sports Complex was made possible by the help of one man and his mission.

In honor of Robert Janssen and his foundation's generous contribution to the new softball stadium, President Warren Baker has requested that the CU Board of Trustees name the field the "Bob Janssen Field," a decision that would take place at their November meeting.

Janssen's life was dedicated to sports and is the main reason why his foundation would donate $250,000 to the softball facility project.

"The Robert H. Janssen Foundation strives to help young people in the community," said John McCutcheon, athletic director. Supporting intercollegiate athletics and intramural activities are a big part of the foundation's mission.

"They see the new complex as a way to support the student body at Cal Poly, which was an interest of Bob Janssen's when he was alive," McCutcheon said.

Janssen's life revolved around sports. He was the business manager for the original San Luis Obispo Blues baseball team from the late 1945s to the early 1950s. He served as the secretary of the Cal Poly Mustang Boosters and

The softball stadium, which features 300 seats and meets NCAA regulations, is getting close to completion. The grand opening of the Sports Complex is Friday, Oct. 20.

see STADIUM, page 7

Seven ready for Athletic Hall of Fame

By Carolyn Ficara
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Pushing yourself to the limit and aiming for the stars are two pieces of advice that have been passed down from generations of Cal Poly softball coaches.

Glen Anderson, one of the seven athletes being inducted into Cal Poly's Athletic Hall of Fame this year, remembers this advice and has applied it to most of his life.

"I've found that in business and work I went a lot farther because I aimed at the stars. Being trained to be a national champion you have to do everything you have to do. You've got to do the extra stuff and put in the extra time," Anderson said.

His training to be national champion has also helped him in the working world.

"I learned a work ethic. It's engrained in your brain. Employers could see I wasn't there to just do the job," he said.

Anderson wrestled for Cal Poly from 1969 to 1973. He aimed for the stars and hit them, winning the NCAA National Championship as a junior at 142 pounds and as a senior at 150 pounds. In his junior year with a 37-5 record he was named Cal Poly Athlete of the Year and the California Collegiate Athletic Association's Athlete of the Year.

"My mom was my biggest fan. She currently lives in San Clemente, Calif. Together they are raising their family, two sons and two daughters, in San Clemente, Calif. They will be traveling together to Cal Poly for the induction ceremony."

"I wouldn't miss it," he said, "It is a chance to go back to the glory days."

Don Morris is looking forward to attending the festivities with his wife, three children and their families.

"Morris set records in hurling as a college freshman before being drafted by the Cal Poly track team, then graduating from Cal Poly in 1952."

"I was 16 years old when I joined the Mustangs."

see INDUCTEES, page 7